
Outland Denim Cambodia
2020 ELEVATE Audit Response

Cut and Sew Facility

Audit Date: 27th-28th August 2020
Auditor: Cheng Seryrith from ELEVATE
Location: Outland Denim Sewing Rooms - Kampong Cham, Cambodia
Response Date: Last updated 4th May 2021

Outland Denim Cambodia has formulated a CA Plan to address all findings from the ELEVATE audit.
Please see a summary of the corrective responses from Outland Denim below.

NC 1: The facility management has not provided appropriate training for managers on how to implement Social
Compliance and Code of Conduct.

CA: Upon analysis, it was identified that training had been conducted prior to the audit but had not been properly
recorded. Previous training photos and resources will be used to train managers on how to implement Social
Compliance and Code of Conduct and training dates and participants will be recorded accurately.

NC 2: No Management Review on Social Compliance.

CA: A Social Compliance Consultant will support Outland Denim in conducting annual Management Reviews on Social
Compliance in the cut and sew facility.

NC 3: One maternity worker took leave 89 days instead of 90 days.

CA: One day compensation was provided to the worker and more accurate accounts will be recorded on worker
maternity leave. This task was completed on 03/09/2020.

NC 4: Calculation of Unused annual leave for resigning workers and existing workers do not calculate as average
wage.

The auditors recommended that the factory ensure that when workers take annual and special leave, the factory
should pay them the average wages earned and resigned workers shall be paid based on the average earnings
instead of base wage.

CA: Average wage (including bonuses and allowances) is now used to calculate unused annual leave pay for resigning
workers. Evidence has been provided that this has been rectified.
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NC5: Final payment for resigned workers paid on the second payment instead of within 48 hours.

CA: Records are now double checked to ensure final payment for resigning workers is done on time and recorded
accurately. Evidence has been provided that this has been rectified.

NC 6: Toilet are not separate between male and female

CA: Toilet facilities were separated into Male and Female toilets, with signs indicating which toilet is for which gender.
There are four female allocated toilets and one male allocated toilet. This division is due to the ratio of females to
males in the workplace (65:7).

NC 7: Drinking water test was out of date since Oct 2019.

CA: Management communicated with Water Supplier to ensure water testing occurs at least every 6 months. Due to
COVID-19 lockdowns, there was a delay in the APRIL 2021 Test. The most recent water test was completed Oct 2020.

NC 8: There was no original building permit available

CA: Issue on hold due to issues in accessing original building permit.

Due to the small size of the buildings in the province where the factory is located, building approval is done by the
local authority or Commune Chief rather than the Ministry. The building Provincial Chief Approval document was able
to be accessed and provided to the auditor. However, typically the auditor needs to check for a permit from the
Ministry, not just the Commune Chief. If the building is only approved by the Commune Chief, the auditor will not
accept it. The Commune Chief issues a basic letter, but not a full document with all the details about building
information.

The factory building is therefore approved by the local authority, but not by the official Ministry in the capital. Upon
investigation, The compliance consultant shared with Outland Denim that this is not a problem, because the building
has been approved by local authority.

NC 9: No regularly building inspection conduct by safety inspector

CA:. The Outland Denim team looked into obtaining a regular building inspection report. Outland Denim spoke further
with the landlord and got advice from a compliance consultant on how to arrange this. The Compliance consultant did
not believe there was any building safety risk at the time, however, Outland Denim will look into having an inspection
carried out regardless to ensure best practice standards.

NC 10: Fire extinguisher partially blocked by sleeping dog

CA: Security guard was asked to prevent the dog from entering the building and it was reported in April 2021, that the
team has been successful in preventing the dog from entering the building.

NC 11: Packing section does not have an illuminated exit sign and secondary exit door at packing section.

CA: Electrician installed exit signs on 03/09//2020.

NC 12: Fire drill training photo doesn't have a date stamp

CA: Date stamp was put on photo for next fire drill training (15/09/2020).

NC 13: Material warehouse and finished goods warehouse had not installed the anti-explosive light.
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CA: Anti-explosive light installed on 15/09/2020.

NC 14: No Yellow box mark at the exterior doors for safety evacuation route.

CA: Mechanic painted yellow box at exterior door on 30/09/2020 as per request from Compliance Officer.

NC 15: Ironing workers did not have a rubber mat provided.

CA: Factory responsible person provided rubber mat to ironing section and trained workers to use it regularly. This was
completed on 2/09/2020.

NC 16: 20% of sewing workers install the needle guard high and some sewing machines aren't equipped with a pulley
guard.

CA: Factory responsible person requested technician to check and install needle guard and pulley guard for all
machines. This was completed on 01/10/2020.

NC 17: No Lock and tag out program.

CA: The Compliance Officer is working towards having a lock and tag out program in place by the end of May 2021.
Due to Covid-19 there have been delays in reaching this goal.

NC 18: No health check for 5 workers from 15 samples.

CA: Compliance Officer sent 5 workers for their health check and will ask all new workers to get a health check before
they start working. The Compliance Officer liaised with the ministry about health checks for 24 workers. Workers were
to receive health checks on 12th October 2020.

NC 19: No sterilizer at the infirmary per law.

CA Clinic now has a steriliser.

NC 20: No waste water and solid waste permit.

CA Will consider or apply later.

The Environmental impact of the sewing facility in Kampong Cham is very small. The facility generates household
waste and does not use chemicals. Due to a very small waste quantity, these permits weren't considered a priority due
to the high cost and difficult nature of a permit being issued in the province region where the cut and sew facility is
established. Outland Denim has done the best they can in addressing this issue whilst staying within their Code of
Conduct.
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